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Chapter 2: Designing and adapting products
_________________________________________________________________________
The first chapter of the handbook provided information on market trends and the importance of
understanding what customers want and need. You will have explored how to respond with suitable
types of products and activities that will appeal to tourists and operators.
In this chapter you will find tips on how you can adapt your product to ensure that it appeals to your
target markets. You will gain insights into the types of requirements and minimum standards
expected by international tour operators and how to make sure you are getting the basics right.
Lastly, you will find examples of how you can embed sustainability principles to a range of products
and experiences.
How to use this chapter of the handbook:
The aim for this chapter is to help you to refine your ideas for adapting / enhancing your product or
creating a new experience.
This chapter is intended to present important considerations that must be made in the design of your
product. Work through each topic, reflect on the information presented and answer the questions.
At the end of the chapter there is an activity that will require you to describe your product in terms of
how it fulfils market requirements and shows how you intend to act responsibly in terms of communities
and the environment.

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO
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The essential elements of products
_________________________________________________________________________
Before thinking about the details of your product it is important to understand firstly, the essential
elements or building blocks that must be present as well as the concept of added value. The following
two pages explains these critical aspects of product development.
All tourism products should include the following elements, weighted differently, according to the types
of product being offered. However, being safe and enjoyable for customers, as well as respectful to the
environment and local communities should always be at the heart of your product.

In addition to these essential elements, you need to design a product that meets your
customers’ needs and shows that you understand what they value. This will ensure that
product is attractive both to tourists and to tour operators.

Here is a checklist of what you need to offer to meet tour operator
and customer requirements when selecting accommodation and
experiences:








Provide something unique and different.
Include all of the essential elements and be clear which ones
stand out e.g., interactive, fun, unique.
Cater for different ages and needs within your target markets.
Provide authentic experiences that will create special
memories.
Ensure your product has a positive impact on the environment
and local communities.
Accommodate different group sizes.
Communicate how your business is adhering to health and
safety protocols to ensure the customer feels safe.

Each of these will be addressed throughout the handbook

your

SUPPORTING
COMMUNITIES
An important way to add value to your
product is by creating opportunities for
customers to contribute to local
communities. Care should be taken to
ensure that this is done in
consultation with community
leaders and that any arrangements
are positive for everyone involved.
School or children’s homes visits
should not be included as they
disturb learning and can have a
negative impact.
Further guidance is provided later in
this chapter
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Understanding ‘added value’
“Adding value” is about finding a way to make an excursion really special so tourists always want to
buy it and recommend it to others. This can be achieved by offering very attentive personal customer
service, in depth knowledge about a place and its people, extra comfort, additional services or
convenience AND opportunities to contribute to the local communities visited.
Adding value is about delivering a product or service that has been designed to meet your customers’
needs and delivering it in a way that demonstrates what they value most. This includes tangible
benefits, such as providing a locally grown fruit snack, as well as intangible benefits such as the feeling
of authenticity that the fruit and how it is served, will provide.

.

Added Value

Tour operator selling adventure
and activity -based holidays
including special interests such as
photography and cycling
itineraries
“There are very few unique excursions; what we want is
something that adds value to our clients and gets them
immersed in the culture and the nature of a destination”
Product Director, Exodus

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO

All tour operators are looking for products that “add value” to:
Their
Company

There is a lot of competition and all tour operators are looking for a way to
differentiate themselves. It is crucial that you can explain how your product “adds
value” when compared to similar businesses. Do you offer something that helps
tour operators attract more clients AND helps them differentiate themselves from
their competitors?

Their Clients

Tour operators want to create moments that will never be forgotten. Will their
clients have a memorable experience AND tell other people about it?

Destinations

Tour operators want to show clients that they respect the environment and the
destination, it is part of their corporate social responsibility. Clients are demanding
this too. No one wants to holiday in a destination that is not being looked after and
protected from overdevelopment which destroys its very appeal. Does your
business impact positively on local communities and their environment?

All

A General Manager from Intrepid explained that they look for 'a twist'. There will
be lots of operators offering similar tours in popular destinations. Operators should
find a way to create something special - meeting local people, hearing a story,
walking a certain route will 'wow' tourists and they will tell their friends.
Communities benefit as do guides and the businesses they represent.
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Getting the basics right
You may have the most polished and unique product but if you can’t get the basics right then you will
struggle to sell it to tour operators and tourists alike. The points below may seem obvious but it is easy
to overlook small details that are essential to customers and tour operators.
Clear description of tour/experience/activities
It is vital to create a clear description of all of the elements of the tour/experience/activity so that
customers are well-prepared and know what to expect. For example,







.





It is also necessary to update descriptions to reflect any changes that you have made to conform
with COVID-19 Health and Safety protocols or local regulations as follows:

This also minimizes the potential for customers to make a complaint or leave a bad review.
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Duration
Attractions and experience providers need to consider how their product will fit into existing tours. This
means being clear about whether you are offering a half-day / less than half-day or if you plan to provide
a full-day experience.




If your experience is part of a day-long tour that incorporates other attractions, you will need to
be set up for quick visits.
If you are offering a longer duration, there must be enough for tourists to do as well as a variety
of activities.
Alternatively, you could consider working with other attractions to create a new tour, or offer
different experiences at different times of day, such as sunset.

You may also need to reconsider your timings as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.




Social distancing: If you are required to ensure that customers are spread out in a sociallydistanced manner, does this affect the length of time it will take for them to view/experience the
product?
Activities: Are you still able to offer all of the same experiences and activities that you did prepandemic? If not, you may need to adjust the duration of your tour or experience accordingly.

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO
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Opening Times
It is very important to make potential suppliers and customers aware if you only operate at certain times.
Consider the following:





Any promotion should always make the opening times very clear.
If your business is running at reduced capacity due to the pandemic, ensure that customers are
aware of this before they book so that they know what to expect, including any changes to
opening times and availability of activities.
If you are working with communities consider cultural and religious factors that may impact on
days and times when they are available

Unclear information can lead to negative reviews which are extremely costly, especially at a time when
tourist numbers are lower than usual.

Cancellation Policy
In the short term, it is vital that you have a flexible cancellation policy to attract customers and to account
for evolving travel restrictions caused by COVID-19. A highly flexible cancellation policy will not only
attract customers but will also help to sell your product to tour operators and third-party agents.

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO
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Embedding sustainability
_________________________________________________________________________

Sustainability is critically important for the long-term health and wellbeing of
people and the planet. It is therefore an increasingly important principle guiding
customers’ travel choices.




64% of global consumers want to travel sustainably and with a purpose.
76% of consumers are expected to be more concerned about sustainability after COVID.

Source: Euromonitor International’s Voice of Industry Sustainability Survey, April 2020

The diverse ecosystems and indigenous cultures of the Pacific Islands attract tourists from all over the
world and tourism can bring important benefits for communities and contribute towards protection of
biodiversity when well managed. Unfortunately, tourism also places a greater pressure on these fragile
environments and limited supply of agricultural products, water and energy. Waste, particularly plastic
generated by the tourism industry is a major problem for marine species and the environment as a
whole.
All tourism businesses, therefore have a responsibility to take steps to minimise negative impacts
and maximise positive impacts on your surrounding environment and community. These
practices will also enhance the appeal of your product to potential customers.
This part of the handbook is designed to support you with implementing sustainable practices as they
relate to your business:
Environmental sustainability for accommodation and for tourist experiences
Social Sustainability
Sustainability checklists

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO
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Environmental Sustainability and caring for the planet
All types of tourism businesses must have a plan for reducing it’s environmental impact or ‘footprint’.
Tour operators and tourists are increasingly expecting suppliers to demonstrate how they practice the
following:





Minimising energy consumption: taking measures to reduce the amount of energy needed and
how often.
Minimising water consumption: Being efficient with water and encouraging guests to do the
same.
Eliminating and minimising waste: Stop or switch to products or services that create zero / less
waste, responsible waste management practices.
Sourcing local products: Cut down on imports to reduce travel emissions and support supplier
industries closer to home.

Think about your businesses’ use of resources such as water and energy. Do you have practices in
place to conserve these and minimize waste?

The following tools will support you with environmental practices:




Tool 2.0 (accommodation)
Tool 2.1 (tours and activities)
Tool 2.2 is a checklist for environmental and social sustainability

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO
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Social sustainability and caring for people
Staff welfare and well-being: What policies do you have in place to motivate your staff and support their
well-being? If staff feel happy and supported in their job, they are much more likely to provide highquality customer service to guests. Do you have any systems in place to incentivize and reward staff?
You could think about linking this to your sustainability goals. For example, you could reward staff that
take the time to communicate specific environmental policies to guests or you could nominate staff on
a rolling basis to act as a sustainability monitor or plastic reduction champion.
Giving back to your local community:
As illustrated in chapter 1, tourists are looking for travel experiences that give something back to the
local community. It is now important to identify specific actions that you will take to support
communities and demonstrate how your actions create benefits locally. Use the questions below
and the case study on the next page to help with your planning.
In addition to employing local staff and identifying opportunities for training and upskilling local people
to facilitate future employment opportunities, can you find ways of forging additional links with your local
community. For example:






If you operate an accommodation near a beach, think about hosting a local community beach
clean.
Donate funds to local conservation groups or charities that are doing valuable work to
support the local people and environment? This could be through donations direct from your
business or through creating a mechanism where your customers can provide donations.
What about donating excess food that would have gone to waste to local charities, schools,
or social projects?
Can you provide space for local artists to display and sell their work in your business?
Tourists love buying souvenirs and the more local the products are, the better!

“The sense of giving back, embedding into the experiences a way to give
back not just in terms of paying for an excursion and providing jobs but
also in doing something for the community. I really think that one of the
things that all of us as travellers are looking for is to not only be the ones
that go to a destination and take something away, maybe experiences,
memories but also to be able to give something back and make sure
they know that they are giving something back”.
Alberto Cervera, Head of Caribbean, TUI

The checklist provided in Tool 2.2 covers environmental and social sustainability.
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Guidelines for sensitive tours
Operating tours to culturally and environmentally sensitive locations requires a careful, consultive
approach. Whilst there are general principles to follow it is imperative that specific protocols are
researched and followed. Below are general guidelines for sensitive or ‘high risk’ tours followed by a
specific example.

Special guidelines apply for “sensitive” and “high risk” tours: (adapted from tour operator guidelines to
suppliers)
The following guidelines relate to tours that can be considered sensitive for cultural or environmental
reasons.


Always consult community leaders when planning visits to indigenous people, vulnerable
communities, local neighbourhoods.
All animal activities must strictly meet Animal Welfare Guidelines. (covered in chapter 3)
When visiting protected areas and other fragile ecosystems (eg. coral reefs), specific regulations
of the protected areas and fragile ecosystems must be followed. Such tours should be guided by
skilled and/or certified guides.
When visiting cultural heritage sites or other culturally sensitive places (eg. places of worship),
specific regulations of these places must be followed. Such tours should be guided by skilled and/or
certified guides.
Tours that include physical activity, animal activity and visits to vulnerable communities must
undergo a Health & Safety assessment








Working with Indigenous people
With such diverse cultures and histories across the Pacific Islands it is not appropriate to generalise
on how to create tourist experiences in consultation with indigenous community groups and this
should always be approached via community leaders or agencies that are already in place.
However, these are some guiding principles to follow in your approach:






The tour demonstrates participation of and meaningful benefit to the Indigenous people and
community.
Cultural content is presented in an appropriate, respectful manner that follows local protocols
The community being portrayed have control over the content of the cultural elements..
The provider (SME) can demonstrate a connection to the community portrayed that reflects a
responsibility to that community.
The community is involved in the delivery of experiences.
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Case Study
Talanoa Treks, Fiji1 provide guidance on etiquette alongside tour information.

Source: Talanoa Treks1

Tourists can read about the
communities that they will
visit and gain a sense of
what life is like and the
individuals that they will
meet.

Source: Talanoa Treks1
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Certification / accreditation schemes
Whilst it is not necessary to have a formal sustainability certification there is growing awareness
amongst tourists of sustainability schemes and it can certainly help your business to stand out. Often
the international schemes can be very expensive, however it is important to know what schemes exist
locally and what standards are expected so that you can work towards implementing good practices.
Examples of well known international schemes for the hotels and tour operators include:



Travelife for Accommodation2
Travelife for Tour Operators3

Both of these are based on the GSTC (Global Sustainable Tourism Council) Criteria.
OTAs are also moving towards signposting businesses that have good sustainability credentials and
‘sustainability’ will become a standard filter option on travel search engines. (There will be more on
this in Chapter 7).
Hotelbeds4 is a Travel Trade wholesaler selling hotel rooms to tour operators, travel agents and
airlines. They are committed to ‘becoming a more responsible and transparent business’. They now
identify, highlight and promote sustainable hotels which demonstrates the increasing importance that
the industry and consumers are placing on sustainability.

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO
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Sustainability Case Study
The accommodation featured below provides great examples of how to implement good
environmental practices and support local conservation efforts.

Consider
how you might follow this example:









Solar and wind powered energy
Rain water catchment
Provide reusable bottles for guest water
Separate waste and recycle
Compost / redistribute food waste
Source locally made soaps and eco-friendly cleaning products
Communicate to guests about chemical free, reef-safe cosmetics and sunscreens and request
that they take home plastic waste with them
Donate a proportion of sales to a conservation or community-based NGO
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Communication with customers
Finally, don’t forget to tell your customers and tour operators about what you are doing to protect the
environment and support local communities.
Include information on your website about the measures you are taking and list any codes of conduct
or sustainability schemes that you are signed up to.
New initiatives, or updates on how your business is supporting local communities and the
environment can be shared on your social media channels.
Most customers will also welcome information about how they can help and opportunities to get
involved, such as beach cleans, or donation schemes for local charities.

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO
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Chapter 2: Key Takeaways
_________________________________________________________________________
Ensure your product meets customer needs.
Check for ways that your product ‘adds value’ for customers and tour operators and how it stands
out from competitors. How is your business providing something unique, fun, educational, safe,
interesting, memorable or interactive?. Think about what you can do to add in some of these elements
if your business is not ticking off enough of them already. This will ensure that your business is
attractive to the needs of tour operators and prospective customers and will put you ahead of the
competition.

Ace the basics.
It is imperative that you provide an up-to-date description of your product in addition to key
information such as opening hours, contact details, cancellation policies so that ground agents/3 rd
party sellers and customers know exactly what to expect in advance. This will minimize the potential
for anyone to make a complaint or leave a bad review.

Embed sustainability into your product.
Think about what your business is doing or could do to improve its sustainability credentials and find
ways to support the local environment and community. Don’t forget to let your customers know what
you are doing and how they can help. The checklist included at the end of this chapter summarizes
many of the suggestions given to help you start making positive changes to your business that will
appeal to customers and will help to save you money in the long run!

Credit: David Kirkland & SPTO
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Chapter 2: Activity
_________________________________________________________________________
Once you have worked through each topic in this chapter it is recommended that you now create a
description of your product ensuring that you include all of the essential elements covered:





Describe your product in basic terms
Explain how it adds value (stick to a few key points otherwise the messages will become diluted)
State your practices for managing environmental impacts and any codes of conduct that you will
adhere to
State your activities / actions for supporting communities and any specific protocols that you will
adhere to.
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